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A path to veganism that's not only attainable, but enjoyable!. Fantastic book. Jackie, in her
uniquely personable way, literally walks you through all you need to know to successfully make
this lifestyle switch. It's that easy - the recipes here are really good! An excellent book for
everybody especially those seeking to adopt the vegan way of life.! Once you make it at night
hump, it's a breeze and I question you'll ever appear back! I unfortunately proceeded to go in
blind and oh how I want I had access to this book at the time. It would have made the
transitional experience significantly more seamless and pleasant. Easily 5 celebrities as this is
most likely the only diet or lifestyle related book that I'd ever actually reread! She's put her heart
and soul into every web page and the result produces a compelling, fascinating read. There is so
much to understand and great reminders. For anyone who has been attempting to make this
transition - but it seems as well daunting, this book can help motivate you through it. Jackie Day's
passion about pets shines through on every web page and can be matched by her knowledge in
this area. Fun Read with plenty of great information! This book isn't only beautifully put together,
but it's also an abundance of information. Jackie is also realistic about the problems that being a
vegan may present. Almost always there is so much even more to learn which book definitely
presents information in an engaging way. It creates going vegan and staying healthy basic and
fun! Additionally, there are great recipes in the book :) A must buy! Jackie is usually amazing,
passionate and unpretentious. Is it an all or nothing diet? Jackie Day includes a way of writing
that makes you feel like you're getting help / advice / suggestions from your own best friend. And
do not get me started about the tantalizing dishes. The best part, nevertheless, is that this is
normally a three week, day by day guide through the process. Five Stars Awesome! I cannot
recommend this book more highly!! Among the best healthy vegan books I have ever read
Among the best healthy vegan books I've ever go through! As a vegan myself, I could attest that
the toughest component is the first couple of weeks of adjusting.! I reccomend this book new
brand-new and seasoned vegans. Good for someone not used to the thought of Vegan Good for
someone not used to the thought of Vegan.. Relies alot on tofu and seitan. Must have vegan
book! I HIGHLY recommend this book to fresh vegans and seasoned vegans! Its a fun, easy, and
practical approach to transforming into a vegan life-design. The book layout and pictures are
amazing and make it a very enjoyable book! Clear and concise chapters covering all aspects of a
kinder life from clothes to make-up to food. Great recipes I love a vegan cookbook that helps me
produce great tasting meals. You get recipes, guides for eating out, resources like communities,
festivals, and podcasts, not to mention a plethora of details and insights that will help support
you in staying the training course. I've had lots of fun with this book and the author is
refreshingly upbeat. A better way This book is a lot more than just recipes. Her optimism and
belief in the power of veganism just shine throughout "The Vegan Method. I’ve bought 4 as I give
presents . Thank you Very Informative I long have been wanting to incorporate healthier choices
into my meal plan, and since we wanted to explore the chance of going Vegan, we had not fully
committed yet. This book is filled with a whole lot of information, which somewhat overwhelmed
me, but also some very tasty sounding dishes that I be more than content to try. I was slightly
disappointed in the writer for not wanting to eat the Thanksgiving food that was prepared, it had
been vegetarian, would it had been so bad to become polite?! But irrespective of my feelings, I
liked the book for its information and recipes. Becoming VEGAN MADE FUN! Such a beautiful,
helpful book for anyone considering adopting a cruelty-free of charge lifestyle! Should anyone
ever thought change is definitely hard, you’ll find with this book it’s NOT! Like THIS BOOK!. Jackie
Day's fantastic, comprehensive, and inspiring book 'The Vegan Method" is such a gem. I really
like Jackie's warm, down-to-earth tone. Reading through this book is like talking with your best

friend Studying this book is like talking with your top friend. Jackie knows a massive amount
about just about any facet of veganism - she has been a vegan for over three years and she's
been an educator aswell. However, she's hardly ever pretentious about her knowledge or her
commitment to the vegan way of living. This book is a superb resource for everybody from those
just interested in a veg lifestyle to those currently vegan. Information is spot on." The book's
beautiful design, vivid photos, and high-quality paper contribute to a wonderful reading
experience. Beautifully organized and the quality recipes are beyond delicious. I enjoyed her
style and explainations. I definitely loved "The Vegan Way"—it lifted my spirits when We read it! It
has easily become the best book on this issue of veganism.my mouth is usually watering as I
believe about the recipes for her Vegan Breakfast Scramble and the Healthy Snack Strike
Cookies. If you can only purchase one publication about the vegan way of living, I encourage you
to choose "The Vegan Way" because I know you'll love it just as much as I do! ... breaks veganism
down into digestible bites which makes it easy for everyone to achieve Friendly and welcoming
book that really breaks veganism into digestible bites which makes it easy for everyone to attain.
Highly recommend this publication to anyone who is vegan, interested in learning more about
becoming vegan and living a wholesome life
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